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two or three different Sales-Cloud-Consultant Latest Real Test
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A. Error Detection
B. Message Integrity
C. Authentication
D. Compression
E. Encryption

Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer wants to implement file system replication between
two EMC VNX systems. The source production file system contains
data from a sequential workload that resides in a pool composed
of NL-SAS drives.
The destination file system will be configured with a SnapSure
schedule for data sharing. Due to cost concerns, the
destination file system and SavVol volumes will also be placed
on NL-SAS.
What should you tell the customer about this configuration?
A. The destination file system can be used as a source for
cascaded replication with no impact to performance.
B. NL-SAS is adequate if the source file system is on NL-SAS
and contains a random application.
C. Replicator session performance will decrease because of
destination file system checkpoint reads.
D. Only Flash and SAS drives should be used for Replicator
SavVol volumes.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
To make a SQL Call return data, Pauline is defining a Service
Operation. Which SQL Data Service action should she call in the
Service Operations properties?
A. fetch
B. execute
C. activate
D. getResultSet
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A collaboration engineer has been asked to implement secure
real-time protocol between a Cisco Unified CM and its SIP
gateways. Which option is a consideration for this
implementation? (Choose two.)
A. Only T.38 and Cisco Fax protocols are supported.
B. SIP requires that all times be sent in GMT
C. Call hold RE-INVITE is not supported.
D. SRTP is supported only in Cisco IOS 15.x and higher
Answer: B
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